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Abstract 
 

An economic way to allocate resources for IoT based devices based on Software Defined 

Network (SDN) is proposed in this paper. The resource units can be configured dynamically 

in a SDN. This feature gives the flexibility to change the operating parameters on the go. 

Resources can be allocated dynamically as per operating conditions. Utilizing these features, 

cost effective way to configure access layer of modern network is presented. The objective of 

cost minimization and improved quality of service constraints has been formulated and solved 

using Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN). The RBFNN minimises the cost of 

resource allocation by considering good quality of services. The proposed cost minimisation 

for resource allocation in SDN based wireless IoT application using RBFNN is implemented 

in MATLAB and the results justify that the RBFNN is has given a cost minimised resource 

allocation. 
 

Keywords: Software Defined Network (SDN), Radial Basis Function Neural Network 

(RBFNN), IoT, MATLAB,Raspberry Pi. 

 

1.Introduction 
 

   In recent years, devices connected to internet have increased significantly. Internets of 

things and cloud computing technologies have enabled more and more devices to connect to 

internet. Due to the rise in number of devices connected to internet, innovative computational 

paradigms emerge like edge computing and fog Computing. The devices connected to internet 

are communicating with the central cloud resource as well as with other connected devices 

using a number of protocols making the network infrastructure very complex, dense and 

heterogeneous. 

   In this robustly changing and potential situation the traditional network infrastructures 

are not up to the level. Modernization of the infrastructure hardware and software using novel 

self configuring resource management techniques is mandatory for the growth requirements 

of the network service providers at present situation. A suitable solution for allocating 

resources at different levels of network infrastructure in a cost-effective manner is networks 
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that are built on foundations of software defined paradigm. In [1] a detailed cost modelling for 

setting up infrastructure in SDN/NFV based 5G networks have been presented. The cost  

 

efficiency case study done at Finland on SDN based long term evolution (LTE) networks is 

presented in [2]. A cost-efficient service function chaining (SFC) in SDN based LTE networks 

have been modelled in [3]. A survey to find a suitable service via resource discovery and 

allocate resources is presented in [4]. In [5] a model for LTE networks coupled with CapEx 

and OpEx for real and virtual network elements is presented. Impact of relaying in LTE 

network in shown in work by [6]. 

A cost model for network operator’s cost saving using relays in LTE advanced networks are 

discussed in the past literature were all these studies focus only on InPs point of view. In this 

paper a cost-effective deployment of access networks is presented which provides SPs 

perspective of cost minimization. 

   While considering the SDN paradigm, the idea of Internet service providers is varying. 

A present, the roles has been divided into Infrastructure Provider (InP) and Service Provider 

(SP). InPs deals with physical infrastructure that includes Remote Radio Heads (RRH), front-

haul, Radio Access Network (RAN), Baseband Processing units (BBu), switches, routers, 

controllers and many other things [40] and investment by InPs can be called as capital 

expenditure (CapEx).  

    Virtualization is a method that provides a way to maximize the profit by hosting multiple 

network on same physical infrastructure [7]. With virtualization multiple concurrent networks 

can coexist there by InP can lease the same physical resources to multiple SPs. It is 

characterized by massive scalability, isolation, manageability, flexibility, and heterogeneity to 

the physical infrastructure [8, 9, 10]. Precisely, a network inherits all the properties of software 

called software defined virtual networks. Owing to the virtue of the virtualization, some 

researchers find opportunity to have virtual network provider and virtual network operators 

between SP and InP [5].  

    In future networks are going to be highly dense and heterogeneous; therefore, building 

up such a network infrastructure requires a lot of capital investment. Optimization of the 

resource utilization maximize the network availability and minimize the operational cost with 

acceptable QoS parameters becomes a part of the system. In this paper, a node allocation 

problem in a SDN using linear programming based on traffic forecast is formulated using 

RBFNN. 

 

2. SDN based IoT Resource Allocation 

 
The proposed model takes insight from Long Term Evolution (LTE) network components. 

LTE networks, as shown in figure 2. have made major changes in conventional cellular 

network. In LTE, access to user equipment (UE) is provided by an enhanced NodeB (eNodeB). 

BBu is virtualized  
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Figure 1. Proposed System Model 

and kept in a edge/fog computing unit. BBu connects to core network (CN) via S1 interface. 

CN contains other important components such as mobility management entity (MME), home 

subscriber server (HSS), serving gateway (SGW) and packet gateway (PGW). PGW connects 

a user to rest of the internet world via IP multimedia subsystem (IMS). The CN entities can be 

virtualized and kept in cloud/fog computing unit. 

     In SDWN, evolved universal terrestrial radio access network (EUTRAN) and evolved 

packet core (EPC) units can be configured dynamically.  

 

 
Figure 2. LTE network components. 

 

     At a time it can be configured to act a base station (BS) or as a relay of your choice 

(Type-1/2) [10] while the resources required for BS and relay configurations are totally 

different, a BS requires EUTRAN and EPC where as a relay needs only EUTRAN. The pricing 

changes dynamically by configuring the units are in edge/fog/cloud computing units as 

virtualized services there based on SP’s point of view, a BS configuration is costly when 

compared with a relay configuration. The above discussion justifies that future networks relies 

more on software defined components which helps SP to take advantage of this for increased 

profit without compromising to service quality. In our proposed model, following steps are 

involved.  

1. Past history information plays vital role in wireless communication by improving overall 

resource utilization [11]. SP can plan the resource allocation activity in advance and update 

it’s forecasting model in case of previous errors using this past information. SP performs site 

surveying and collects spatio-temporal records of the BS utilization and collects various 

parameters of a BS such as peak time, off-peak time, average load etc. over a period for the 

above said reason. With the past data the traffic behavior at a location at a given time can be 

determined easily by the help of data analysis and prediction techniques. 
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2. After retrieving expected load information, the high performance and costly BS is assigned to 

locations with heavy traffic and locations with lower traffic are configured as relays. Minimum 

processing delay and certain level of QoS are ensured by the high performing BS. More 

number of virtualized processing units can be added on demand. 

3. Configure the nodes dynamically and run forecast at defined intervals as per step-2. Figure 3 

shows its corresponding SDN architecture. Management plane (or application plane) keeps 

traffic statistics and runs predictive traffic analysis modules.  

 

     The node allocation program takes it as input along with minimum required traffic 

served by BS θ and maximum allowed distance δ At user specified intervals like every hour, 

half hour or every few minutes the data analysis module generate normalized expected traffic 

at nodes and it generates the allocation, it may also be fed to a load balancer for BS and relay 

associations. These allocations are communicated to update control module via northbound 

interface while the update control module configures CN and BBu at data plane using 

southbound interfaces in a suitable way. The status of network is monitored by the monitor 

process at control plane monitors and they provide update to management plane applications 

for traffic statistics. 

 

 

Figure 3. SDN architecture of the proposed system. 

 

Figure 4. 5x5 grid deployment. Numbers represent normalized expected load 
at the moment. 

 
For mathematical simplification, the nodes deployed in a rectangular grid is considered as 

shown in figure 4. Initially one can model the area with a L x L grid. If it is required to place 

more nodes in the region, the same area can be covered with a M xM grid where M > L. 

Let us say, InP charges CA and CB amount for configuring a node as BS and relay 

respectively. 

Clearly CA >> CB. Aij and Bij represents the presence of a BS and relay at coordinates {i, j}. 

The size of the grid is W x H. The forecast values for location {i,j} are lij . These values are 

normalized and symbolize usual traffic at assorted nodes in the grid. The main goal is to 

minimize 
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                   ∑ ∑ (𝐴𝑖𝑗𝐶𝐴 + 𝐵𝑖𝑗𝐶𝐵
𝐻
𝑖=1

𝑊
𝑖=1     (1) 

                 with respect to constraints 

                 Aij + Bij = 1  sets of {i, j}    (2) 

                  ∑ ∑ (𝐴𝑖𝑗𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑗) ≥ 𝜃𝐻
𝑖=1

𝑊
𝑖=1         (3) 

                  0 < Aij < 1 sets of {i, j}         (4) 

                  0 < Bij < 1 sets of {i, j}        (5) 

Equation (1) is the objective function that has to be minimized. It corresponds to the total cost 

incurred for placing relay and BS at all the grid points. (2) seats the constraint that at-least one 

kind of resource, either BS or relay, must be placed at the location {i, j}. This constraint 

maximizes the network coverage. Equation (3) puts the constraint for the values acquired from 

forecasting. That is at-least θ population should be served by BS, e.g. if θ is .5, then BS will 

be allocated such that 50% of the entire traffic serves them directly. This constraint repeatedly 

allocates BS to nodes with higher traffic to achieve minimum cost as, for a given θ, nodes with 

higher traffic are less. 

     The constraints allocate costly BS to highly loaded nodes, while the remaining nodes 

are configured as relays to forward the packet to BS via multiple hops. When there are too 

many hops, then delay in the system such as transmission delay, queuing delay and processing 

delay increases leading to QoS degradation. A constraint which fixes maximum allowed hops 

from a relay to BS is require to stop the QoS degradation that ensure that in the system nodes 

are allocated in such a way that relays are at-most θ hops from BS. 

          ∑ ∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐵𝑖𝑗− ∑ ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗 
𝐻
𝑖=1

𝑊
𝑖=1  𝐻

𝑖=1
𝑊
𝑖=1 ≤ 𝛿    (6) 

By replacing the constraint (3) with constraint (6) , then a fixed allocation of nodes can be 

attained and  it does alter the traffic loads. The QoS is considered passively in the formulation 

and constraint (6) and (3) minimum delay guarantees are achieved. Highly populated nodes 

are configured as BS leading to direct communication between UE and BS were basic 

processing, queuing and transmission delays are involved. On the other hand when UE 

connects via relay, delays associated with intermediate nodes are caused which is overcome 

by parameter δ.  

 

3.RBFNN 
 

 

Figure 5 Architecture of RBFNN 

 

 Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) are feed forward type neural 

networks that helps in AI based control of systems [13]. In the paper the RBFNN is used for 

cost minimized resource allocation for SDN based wireless IoT by considering parameters 

such as θ and δ. The architecture of adopted RBFNN for resource allocation consists of the 

input layer (i layer), the hidden layer (j layer), and the output layer (k layer) are shown in 

figure 5.The adopted RBFNN consists of one output layer with one neuron and one hidden 

layer with nine neurons, respectively. θ and δ are the inputs of the RBFNN. The linearization 

of resource allocation to apply the RBFNN controller is discussed and the basic function of 

each layer is given as follows. 
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Layer 1:  

 

Layer 1 is defined as the input layer and the node in this layer transmits input directly to the 

output layer denoted as  

))(()( )1()1()1( nnetfny iii    i=1   (7) 

Such that, )()( )1()1( nxnnet ii  and n symbolize the nth iteration. )()1( nxi is the input and )()1( nyi

is the output of input layer. 

 

Layer 2: 

Layer 2 is hidden layer of the network with gaussian function as the membership function,

))(()( )2()2( nnetSny jj  ,  j=1,2,...,9     (8) 

where, sigmoid function can be represented as xe
xS 


1
1)( . Consequently, )((1)

i ny is the 

input and )()2( ny j is the output of hidden layer. Further, the weights of the successive hidden 

layer and the input layers are connected by jiw
 

 Layer 3: 

 

Layer 3 generally denotes the final output of the number of layers present in the set of hidden 

and the input layers. this layer is signified as, 

WgnetfnO kkyk  ))(()( )3()3()3(
      (9) 

where, 
*)3( )( zk ignet  , 

*

zi is the control function and )()3( gnetk is represented as, 

)()( )2()3( nxwgnet j

j

jkk         (10) 

)()3( gOyk is the results and the control parameter of the projected controller. kjw are the 

connecting weights of neurons from hidden layer to output layer. 

 
4. Simulation and Results 

 
The resource allocation is solved using RBFNN in MATLAB and the allocation is performed 

on 5 x 5 grids for a various value of θ and δ combination. When SP requires providing the best 

service without considering cost, then it allocates BS to all the nodes, the resources in the 

infrastructure will not be utilized fully at that condition leading to resource allocation cost 

increase as shown in figure 10. 

   In figures  6,7,8 and 9, while θ was the only taken constraint, it is clearly evidenced 

that the BS are allocated to highly populated nodes so that the expected load reaches at least θ 

without considering the distance from the relays. On the other hand, if a distant relay forwards 

the packets to BS delays due to multiple intermediate nodes increase and overall performance 

of the system reduces 
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Figure 6. Node allocation with θ = 0.3 and δ = 2, 3, 4, 0 in 5 x 5 grid. Red 
nodes are BS and green nodes are relays 
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Figure 7. Node allocation with θ = 0.5 and δ = 2,3, 4, 0 in 5 x 5 grid. Red nodes 
are BS and green nodes are relays 
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Figure 8. Node allocation with θ = 0.7 and δ = 2, 3, 4, 0 in 5 x5 grid. Red nodes 

are BS and green nodes are relays 
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 Figure 9. Node allocation with θ = 0.9 and δ = 2, 3, 4, 0 in 5 x 5 grid. Red nodes 

are BS and green nodes are relays 
 

To overcome the above said issue δ is introduced such that the entire BS is at most δ distance 

from a relay and is verified by the simulation results in all the allocations. It is also proven 

that, RBFNN keeps θ low, least number of BS and maximum number of relays are deployed 

in the grid. These results obtained suggest that RBFNN keeps the high θ and low δ parameters 

at peak times and at low traffic time’s low θ and medium δ values are used by the RBFNN 

system. 

Based on the observations of these results, the proposed RBFNN system leads a solution of 

automatically load balance. The entire BS is loaded close to expected value. The BS selection 

was done using nearest neighbor available that can be justified by the table 1. 
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Figure 10. Cost comparison of normal, threshold θ and θ + δ constraints with 

RBFNN in 5 x 5 grid 
 

 

 

Table 1 BS load balanced association with relays in 5x5 grid case 
 

BS 7 8 9 22 23 24 

Relay 1,2,11 3,6,12 4,5,10,14,15 46,17 18,13,21 19,20,25 

Load % 15.2 15.5 15.5 17.7 18.4 17.5 

 

5.Conclusions 
 

A resource allocation based on SDN for Iot devices in wireless network has been done using 

RBFNN. In this effort the resource allocation for the IoT devices have been configured 

dynamically, as per expected traffic load based on SDN. In an IoT infrastructure, the proposed 

method helps network service providers to minimize their operational cost with good level of 

quality of service. The simulation results obtained depicts that the RBFNN based system 

forwards the IoT requests to available resources with minimum delay involved in request 

completion and improved reliability. Service providers can utilize the proposed allocation 

system by following the design considerations mentioned in the proposed system. This work 

leads to a new research platform to optimal monetization in the edge system by developing 

economic models to recompense deliberate devices. 
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